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Email Security For Your 
Cloud Office

SUMMARY

Stop phishing, BEC, and other 
targeted, socially engineered attacks


Protect PII and PCI from falling into 
the wrong hands


Automate triage and remediation of 
user-reported email threats



Use CASES

Inbound Email Protection:


Spear Phishing


Zero-Day Credential Phishing


Payroll Fraud


Payment Fraud


Account Takeover 


Vendor Invoice Fraud


Executive and Employee 
Impersonation


Extortion


Ransomware



Outbound Email DLP:


PII Protection


PCI Protection


Unencrypted Password Protection


 


EMAIL INTEGRATIONS

Office 365


G Suite


Exchange

The Human Layer Challenge

We are entering an age of hybrid work where people can accomplish great 

things from anywhere and are embedded in scores of digital workflows. 

Most of those workflows involve email and are being hijacked by 

cybercriminals to target the human layer of enterprises. Here’s how email 

security has changed over the years:

Phishing attacks have evolved to get past traditional security layers via email, 

SMS, voice, and so on. The FBI received 110% more phishing-related 

complaints in 2020 compared to 2019.


Payloadless attacks like Business Email Compromise (BEC) and Email 

Account Compromise (EAC) use language and context as weapons to cause 

untold losses. The FBI reported $1.86 billion in BEC and EAC losses in 2020.


Email attacks have changed


With 71% of organizations using cloud or hybrid cloud email, businesses are 

moving away from legacy Secure Email Gateways (SEGs) and instead 

seeking API-based email security controls that are easier to deploy and don’t 

require MX record changes.

Email delivery has changed


Microsoft and Google now provide good spam and malware protection 

out-of-the-box with their cloud email suites. This enables organizations to 

seek out augments to native email security that protect against advanced 

email attacks without duplicating what they have already paid for. 

Native email security has changed



Armorblox Overview
Armorblox helps organizations communicate more securely over email with 

the power of Natural Language Understanding (NLU).


The Armorblox platform connects to email providers over APIs to understand 

the context of communications and protect people and data from 

compromise. Tens of thousands of organizations use Armorblox to stop BEC 

and targeted phishing attacks, protect sensitive PII and PCI, and reduce 

triage and response times for user-reported email threats.
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Product Capabilities

Stop a wide range of targeted email attacks - whether they have malicious links, 0-day links, or no links at all.

Stop targeted attacks such as BEC, spear phishing, impersonation, extortion, payroll fraud, vendor fraud, and other advanced 
attacks.


Use detailed threat intelligence and IOCs that draw from 1000s of signals across identity, behavior, and language.


Simplify email security operations with out-of-the-box detection policies and automated threat remediation actions that 
delete, quarantine, or label bad emails.


Uncover communication-focused insights to drive targeted security interventions (e.g. most impersonated VIPs, most attacked 
employees, most attacked departments).



Inbound Email Protection

Stop cybercriminals from taking over your employees' email accounts to launch attacks and exfiltrate sensitive data.


Detect and block emails that try to phish for account credentials e.g. emails linking to fake O365 login portals.


Identify anomalous email behavioral patterns and remotely lock suspicious user accounts.


Prevent data exfiltration by detecting anomalous mail forwarding rules, suspicious email forwards.



Email Account Compromise Detection


Reassign your security team's time and expertise by automating triage and remediation of user-reported email threats.



Connect Armorblox to your organization's phishing/abuse mailbox to automatically monitor and analyze every user-reported 
email threat.


Auto-remediate safe emails and known threats to focus on reported emails that need human review.


Remove identical and similar suspicious emails across user mailboxes with one click.


Apply forward-looking remediation actions that automatically protect against similar attacks in the future.


Abuse Mailbox Remediation



Safeguard your organization's sensitive PII and PCI data against accidental or deliberate exposure.


Detect accidental or malicious loss of sensitive PII/PCI over email e.g. SSNs, bank account details.


Increase accuracy of data loss detection with language-based models that identify PII/PCI within email context e.g. 
differentiating between SSNs and Zoom meeting IDs.


Configure Armorblox data protection in compliance mode (only monitoring and detection) or block mode (applying 
enforcement actions to noncompliant emails).


Uncover data exposure insights to drive targeted compliance interventions (e.g. most noncompliant individuals, data leakage 
incidents per department, most common compliance policy violations).


Outbound Email Protection
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How It Works:

Connects over APIs 

in 5 minutes to 

O365, Google 

Workspace, and 

Exchange 

environments



Builds 

communication 

baselines for your 

organization and 

users


Automatically 

flags targeted 

email attacks - no 

custom policy 

creation needed


Automated and 

configurable 

remediation 

actions across 

affected 

mailboxes


1. 4.2. 3.

56,000
organizations 
protected

5
Minutes to Deploy  
Over API

75-97%
reduction in 
phishing  response 
times
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Armorblox Differentiators


We protect tens of thousands of organizations today and learn from attacks across a wide array of industry 

verticals and company sizes - from Fortune 100 companies to small and medium businesses.

Wealth of Data


Armorblox analyzes thousands of signals across identity, behavior, and language using a broad spectrum of 

techniques like NLU, computer vision, and deep learning to stop advanced attacks that get past other email 

security layers. Since targeted email attacks don’t have any one deterministic ‘red flag’, the technology to protect 

against them should consider as many data points as possible.


Depth of Models



Our AI isn’t just a mysterious force working behind the scenes. Armorblox clearly explains why each email threat is 

safe or suspicious. These insights simplify investigation and enable your security team to mark rare false positives 

with greater confidence. The platform calls out which emails are in the inbox vs spam or deleted folders, and 

provides activity logs for all actions.


Transparency and Explainability


Armorblox connects over APIs in minutes without any MX modification or email rerouting. Prebuilt policies 

eliminate the need for manual creation and maintenance or rules. Automated and configurable response actions 

save time for security teams. Extensible integrations with SIEM and SOAR solutions over RESTful APIs gets 

Armorblox detected threats to preferred sources of alert aggregation.



Easy to Deploy and Manage




Armorblox leverages a distributed platform built with Kubernetes and Istio that scales across millions of emails 

and thousands of users instantly. The platform is built on top of Google Cloud, tapping into world-class 

infrastructure and resource flexibility that makes Armorblox fully enterprise-ready.


Scalable and Cloud-Native


Armorblox is built with enterprise scale and security needs in mind. Full role-based access control (RBAC) and 

detailed audit logs provide users with relevant visibility into activity. Built-in two-factor authentication adds an 

extra layer of security and protects against compromise. Armorblox is SOC 2 Type 2 certified, highlighting the 

commitment to upholding the integrity, confidentiality, and privacy of customer data.


Enterprise Grade
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Why Armorblox? 
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Start Monitoring Threats in 

Minutes

We don’t have all the answers, but 
you do. Armorblox builds custom ML 
models for every customer and end 
user to keep learning and get better 
with time.

Algorithms That Understand 

Hidden Threats

Armorblox algorithms understand 
the content and context of BEC 
attacks to stop advanced and 
payloadless threats. 

Detection & Response That 

Saves Time

Armorblox has out-of-the-box 
detection policies and automatable 
response actions that take email 
security busywork out of your hands. 

Inboxes That Love Armorblox


"Cities and counties have seen a startling increase in business email compromise 

and impersonation attacks. In deploying Armorblox, we have a tool that helps 

detect and prevent those attacks smartly— it is highly effective and does not 

interrupt the flow of City business. Armorblox is the type of high-value tool that 

makes a true difference as these risks continue to grow." 

Rob Lloyd, CIO, City of San Jose


“We have a very small team that covers all aspects of IT and security for the 

company. We will always appreciate tools that do some work for us and take some 

work off our hands. Armorblox has extended the bandwidth of our team, and 

that’s a resounding compliment.”

IT Support Specialist, Fintech Company


“When people ask me how I’m using Armorblox, my honest answer is I’m not using 

Armorblox that much! I don’t need to constantly log in to the platform to review 

and delete bad emails - Armorblox does most of that on its own. I was blown away 

seeing emails automatically being deleted across affected user mailboxes, 

including my own, without needing to jump through any hoops.”

VP of Information Security, Media Conglomerate


Website Blog Customer Success Stories

Learn More ⇢

Learn More ⇢

Learn More ⇢

https://www.armorblox.com/
https://www.armorblox.com/blog/
https://www.armorblox.com/customers/
https://www.armorblox.com/blog/customer-story-city-of-san-jose/
https://www.armorblox.com/blog/customer-story-email-security-on-autopilot/
https://www.armorblox.com/blog/customer-story-safe-as-houses/

